Errata - *Rightness as Fairness: A Moral and Political Theory*
Marcus Arvan

The following typographical corrections should be noted in M. Arvan’s *Rightness as Fairness: A Moral and Political Theory* (Palgrave MacMillan, 2016):

The Principle of Positive Fairness, stated on pp. 6, 153, 168, and 208, should read:

**The Principle of Positive Fairness:** all of our morally relevant actions should have as a guiding ideal, setting all costs aside, assisting all human and nonhuman sentient beings in achieving interests they cannot best achieve on their own and want assistance in achieving, for its own sake.

Page 4, line 9 should read, “about how we can care about our future and past”.

Page 7, line 10 and p 154, line 20 should read, “if and only if it” (not followed by ‘is’).